
START DATE   _______________________________________________

LENGTH OF QUARTER  ______________________________________

BREAKS BETWEEN QUARTERS   ______________________________

APPROX. HOURS IN CLASS PER WEEK   _______________________

APPROX. HOURS OUTSIDE OF CLASS—HOMEWORK   __________
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Design & Technical Graphics

ART106
Design Fundamentals

ART108
Observational Drawing

ART111
Perspective Drawing

ART114
Color Fundamentals

DTG110
Presentation and Delivery Technology

DTG120
Concept Drawing

DTG130
Material and Processes

GD111
Typography—Traditional

ID104
Drafting I

ID139
CAD I

ID223
CAD II

ART109
Image Manipulation

DTG210
Computer Aided Industrial Design

DTG215
Technical Illustration I

DTG220
Fabrication Techniques

DTG230
Computer Aided Modeling

DTG240
Principles of Mechanical Engineering

DTG250
Storyboarding and Scriptwriting

DTG260
Interactive 3-D Visualization

DTG270
Design for Manufacturing

GD204
Layout Design

GD207
Advanced Image Manipulation

GD214
Typography—Hierarchy

DTG310
Package and Point of Sale Design

DTG315
Technical Illustration II

DTG320
CAD for Civil Engineering

DTG330
Training and Instructional Design

DTG340
CAD for Process Piping

DTG350
Visualization Information

GD416
Media Business Law

ID244
Fundamentals of Construction Documents

ID310
3-D Digital Modeling

ID312-C
Advanced Construction Documents

ID323
3-D Digital Rendering

CD400
Career Development

DTG410
Event Design

DTG420
Special Topics: Industrial Design

DTG440
Consumer Product Design

DTG450
Portfolio Preparation

DTG460
Portfolio

INT419
Internship

Program Elective

Program Elective

Program Elective

ARTS1303
Art History I

ENGL1301
English Composition

MATH1310
College Mathematics

ARTS1304
Art History II

Humanities English Elective

PHYS1301
Physics

Humanities History Elective

PSYC2301
General Psychology

SPCH1315
Public Speaking

Mathematics and Science Elective

Social Science Elective

SOCI1306
Social Problems

QUARTERS 1-3 QUARTERS 4-6 QUARTERS 7-9 QUARTERS 10-12

10000 IH-10 WEST, STE. 200
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78230
210.338.7320 • 888.222.0040

Please visit our Student Consumer Information page to find the average time to completion for 
continuously enrolled students for each credential level offered.  This data is available at the 
average credit load, full-time or at full load.  Changing programs, beginning programs at the 
mid-term start date, taking remedial courses, taking time off from coursework, registering for 
fewer hours or unsuccessful attempts at course completion will increase the total length of the 
program and overall cost of education from what is disclosed.  Transfer credits awarded toward 
your program will likely decrease the overall length and cost of education.

Course descriptions for elective and general education courses can be 
referenced in the catalog.

STUDENT CONSUMER INFORMATION:
https://www.artinstitutes.edu/san-antonio/student-consumer-information

This is a sample schedule only. Schedule subject to change without notice  
at the discretion of the school. 
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Course descriptions describe the learning opportunities that are provided through 
the classroom and coursework. It is each student’s responsibility to participate in 
the activities that will lead to successfully meeting the learning outcomes.

ART106
DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS
This introductory course will explore the principles 
of design, and introduce and develop the creative 
process. Design elements and relationships will be 
identified and employed to establish a basis for 
aesthetic sensitivity and critical analysis. Design 
will be presented as a tool of communication.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

ART108 
OBSERVATIONAL DRAWING
This course involves the observation and 
translation of three-dimensional form into 
two-dimensional drawings. Starting with 
simple shapes and progressing to more
complex organic forms, students will build 
skill levels in composition and line quality, 
through the use of tone, light, and shadow.
Prerequisite: None 
Credits: 3

ART109 
IMAGE MANIPULATION
In this introduction to raster-based digital image 
manipulation, students become acquainted with 
the concepts, hardware, and software related 
to digital image acquisition, image editing, 
manipulation, color management basics, masking, 
layering, retouching, scanning, and output. 
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

ART111 
PERSPECTIVE DRAWING 
This course is a fundamental drawing course 
where the students will explore various art and 
media and learn to use a variety of drawing 
tools with an emphasis on perspective, where 
the students will draw three-dimensional objects 
in one-, two-, and three-point perspective.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

ART114 
COLOR FUNDAMENTALS 
This fundamental course will provide an 
introduction to the principles of color, and 
an exploration of color theory as it relates to 
design. Students will learn how to use color in 
both traditional and contemporary media, and 
to render color effects for print and electronic 
production methods. In addition, the psychological 
and cultural aspects of color will be explored, 
as well as their role in the design process.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

CD400 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
This course prepares students for the business 
environment and the transition into an applied 
arts profession. It emphasizes the concepts of 
professionalism and an overall understanding 
of self-marketing in the field. Professional 
development tools are presented, including 
resume and cover letter writing, networking, and 
interviewing skills. Freelance business operating 
practices such as negotiations of contracts, pricing 
and estimation of services, ethical guidelines, 
and pertinent tax laws will be addressed.
Prerequisite: None 
Credits: 3

DTG110 
PRESENTATION AND DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY 
This is a laboratory course that exposes students 
to various file output and delivery options. 
Students create single images, charts, graphs, 
presentation boards, small publications, electronic 
slide shows, and animation for specified 
projects using traditional and digital media.
Prerequisite: ART106 Design Fundamentals
Credits: 3

DTG120 
CONCEPT DRAWING 
In this course, students apply drawing techniques 
to investigate design concepts and represent 
manufactured objects. One-point and two-
point perspective methods are enhanced. 
Students use a variety of media such as pencil, 
ink, and markers to simulate a variety of natural 
and manmade materials in their drawings.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

DTG130 
MATERIAL AND PROCESSES
This course introduces students to the means, 
materials, and methods of basic manufacturing 
processes. Students consider how various raw 
materials are transformed by fabrication and 
finishing techniques into end products.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

DTG210 
COMPUTER AIDED INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
In this course, students use 3-D modeling 
software to build models for conceptual 
designs. Manufacturing details are incorporated 
into the models considering requirements 
such as parting lines, draft angles, and 
preparation for rapid prototyping.
Prerequisite: ID139 CAD I
Credits: 3

DTG215 
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION I
This is a laboratory course wherein students 
use traditional and digital media to depict 
objects, with an emphasis on industrial, 
mechanical, and consumer products.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

DTG220 
FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
This is an introductory course in which students 
are taught the fundamentals of hand and 
power tool operations and applications. 
Various projects are assigned along with 
written and practical tests to verify
students’ course competency.
Prerequisite: DTG130 Materials and Processes
Credits: 3

DTG230 
COMPUTER AIDED MODELING
This course builds on concepts and skills introduced 
in Computer Aided Industrial Design. Course 
material will develop digital modeling and surface 
techniques. Computer software will be used to 
visually communicate and present design concepts.
Prerequisite: DTG210 Computer 
Aided Industrial Design
Credits: 3

DTG240 
PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
In this course, students are introduced 
to fundamental mechanical engineering 
principles that are important to the design 
of functional, manufacturable products.
An exploration of engineering concepts 
will include engineering properties of 
materials, simple machines, principles of 
mechanical advantage, manufacturing 
tolerances, and basic structural design.
Prerequisite: PHYS1301 Physics
Credits: 3

DTG250 
STORYBOARDING AND SCRIPTWRITING
This course focuses on applying industry-
standard storyboarding and scripting techniques 
to communicate effectively for various forms 
of media. Contents to be covered include the 
various purposes and formats of storyboards, 
the basic terminology and concepts used 
in storyboarding, and the application of 
storyboarding techniques to the creation of 
storyboards with or without a written script. 
Prerequisite: ART108 Observational Drawing
Credits: 3

DTG260 
INTERACTIVE 3-D VISUALIZATION
This course introduces simulated visual 
environments. Using the principles of linear 
perspective, visual composition, theatrical staging, 
spatial sound, and lighting, students will design and 
construct a virtual environment, including real-time
models with associated behaviors, 
and an interactive user interface.
Prerequisite: ID139 CAD I
Credits: 3

DTG270 
DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING 
Students will learn about production and advanced 
manufacturing and processes in detail, focusing on 
tolerances, details, capabilities, and limitations of 
manufacturing, processes, and materials. Student 
will study the effects on product costs and viability.
Prerequisite(s): DTG130 Material and Processes, 
DTG220 Fabrication Techniques, DTG240 
Principles of Mechanical Engineering 
Credits: 3

DTG310 
PACKAGE AND POINT OF SALE DESIGN 
Students learn to understand the role of packaging 
and point-of-sale in product protection and 
presentation. Students focus on the structural 
integrity of products, marketing objectives, 
and the need for unique display aesthetics.
Prerequisite: GD214 Typography—Hierarchy
Credits: 3

DTG315 
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION II
This is a laboratory course wherein students 
use traditional and digital media to depict 
singular events, conditions, results, activities, 
and sequential processes where the emphasis 
is on information design, the use of graphic 
symbols, and visual storytelling and exposition.
Prerequisite: DTG215 Technical Illustration I
Credits: 3

DTG320 
CAD FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING
This course introduces computer-aided drafting 
for civil engineering. Site planning, grading and 
drainage plans, boundary surveys, road and 
utility construction and detailing are presented 
to students in the form of design problems.
Prerequisite: ID139 CAD I
Credits: 3

DTG330 
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
This course is a design studio where students 
create training and instructional documents in 
support of an instructional plan. The principles 
and practices of instructional design, learning 
styles, and instructional methodology are 
explored as students create instruction sheets, 
maps, process diagrams, step-by-step graphic 
instructions, and interactive tutorials.
Prerequisite: GD214 Typography—Hierarchy
Credits: 3

DTG340 
CAD FOR PROCESS PIPING
This is a laboratory course that builds on 
mechanical drafting skills with an emphasis on 
orthographic, paraline, and auxiliary views of 
process plant construction, process equipment, 
and process piping. Pipe runs, flow controls, and 
rack assemblies are described using drawings, 
schedules, flow diagrams, control sequences, 
symbol conventions, and technical specifications. 
Prerequisite: ID139 CAD I
Credits: 3

DTG350 
VISUALIZATION INFORMATION
This course introduces the student to approaches 
to designing charts, maps, graphics, posters, 
signs, and other displays. In addition, students 
are introduced to standard software tools. 
Prerequisite: GD214 Typography—Hierarchy
Credits: 3

DTG410 
EVENT DESIGN 
Design work is developed for commercial 
event environments, using structural systems 
that reflect portability and user-interface 
such as museums, trade shows, interactive 
kiosks, or themed environments. Concepts, 
working drawings, and presentation will 
address business and marketing criteria.
Prerequisite: GD214 Typography—Hierarchy
Credits: 3

DTG420 
SPECIAL TOPICS: INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
This course explores the various techniques used 
to create 3-D computer-generated animation. 
Specific animation features and functions of the 
given software will be discussed and applied to the 
production of a 3-D computer-generated animation. 
Emphasis will be given on the creation of a short 
animated piece focusing on Industrial Design.
Prerequisite: ID323 3-D Digital Rendering
Credits: 3

DTG440 
CONSUMER PRODUCT DESIGN
This course is an advance study of product 
design and processes. Students learn 
product development and teamwork 
processes, and focus on developing and 
completing a model or prototype.
Prerequisite: GD214 Typography Hierarchy
Credits: 3

DTG450
PORTFOLIO PREPARATION
This course prepares students for the transition to 
the professional world. This course will prepare 
students for job interviews by helping them 
compile a portfolio. Students will demonstrate 
their conceptual design, craftsmanship, and other 
skills as they assemble and refine their portfolio 
pieces. Working individually with an instructor, 
each student will select representative pieces, 
showcasing work that reflects a unique style. 
Particular emphasis is placed on identifying short- 
and long-term professional employment goals, 
as well as related strategies and resources. 
Prerequisite: CD400 Career Development
Credits: 3

DTG460 
PORTFOLIO
This course focuses on the completion of the 
portfolio. Your final portfolio should focus on 
your individual strengths. This work should 
reflect your uniqueness and your ability to 
meet demanding industry standards. 
Prerequisite: DTG450 Portfolio Preparation 
Credits: 3

GD111 
TYPOGRAPHY—TRADITIONAL 
This course is an introduction to lettering skills 
and the history and foundation of letterforms. 
The placement of display and text type in a 
formatted space and the relationship between the 
appearance and readability of letterforms are also 
studied. Students will work in a traditional context 
of hand-rendering type and also be introduced 
to contemporary typesetting technology.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

GD204 
LAYOUT DESIGN
This class will concentrate on utilizing design 
principles and theories in problem solving, focusing 
on the importance of layout composition. Emphasis 
will be on the process of design development 
from roughs to comprehensives, layout, and the 
use of grid systems for multi-component layouts.
Prerequisite(s): GD111 Typography—Traditional 
and ART109 Image Manipulation 
Credits: 3

GD207 
ADVANCED IMAGE MANIPULATION
This course builds upon the ART109 Image 
Manipulation course to integrate raster and 
vector graphics with concerns for varied formats, 
including web and print graphics. Upon successful 
completion of the course, the student will 
demonstrate advanced research, conceptual 
development, and execution through the use 
of industry-standard raster-image software.
Prerequisite: ART109 Image Manipulation
Credits: 3

GD214 
TYPOGRAPHY—HIERARCHY
This course is a continuation of the study of 
traditional typography. Exercises and projects focus 
on the hierarchical qualities of typography. The 
development of marketable, original, and creative 
problem solving solutions will also be examined 
with an emphasis on creative techniques. Industry 
standard software will be used in the development 
of digital typography and hierarchal skills. 
Prerequisite: GD111 Typography—Traditional 
or expressed permission by program director
Credits: 3

GD416 
MEDIA BUSINESS LAW 
This course covers the multiple facets of media 
business law. Topics include: an overview 
of the legal system, contracts, personal 
property, intellectual property, copyright, and 
additional legal and ethical business issues as 
it impacts media and design professionals.
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

ID104 
DRAFTING I
After having examined the language, tools, 
and techniques of drafting, the students learn 
to communicate relevant information through 
orthographic drafting. Dimension, scale, lettering, 
plans, elevations, sections, details, and graphic 
symbols are primary elements of this course. 
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

ID139 
CAD I
With this laboratory course in computer-aided 
drafting, students apply their architectural 
drafting skills to the digital desktop through 
guided practice and the delineation of 
interior design conditions using a widely-
adopted CAD program as a learning tool.
Prerequisite: ID104 Drafting I
Credits: 3

ID223 
CAD II 
This is a second laboratory course in computer-
aided drafting in which students advance their 
CAD skills, with the emphasis on 2-D production 
graphics for interior projects, using a widely-
adopted CAD program as a learning tool.
Prerequisite: ID139 CAD I
Credits: 3

ID244 
FUNDAMENTALS OF  
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 
The course introduces students to the process of 
producing and using a set of contract architectural 
documents for interior spaces. Students focus on 
formatting and cross-referencing drawings and 
how to present floor plans, sections, elevations, 
details, notes, legends, and schedules.
Prerequisite: ID104 Drafting I
Credits: 3

ID310 
3-D DIGITAL MODELING
Through critical analysis, the student will 
apply basic design principles to the solution 
of visual problems using elements of 3-D 
design. The student will conceptualize 3-D 
coordinate systems, construct 3-D models, 
and perform mathematical computations as 
they apply to geometric construction. 
Prerequisite: None
Credits: 3

ID312-C 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
This course provides students with the knowledge 
to develop a complete set of working drawings 
and specifications for a commercial or residential 
project. The use of CAD software is emphasized. 
Prerequisite: ID244 Fundamentals 
of Construction Documents
Credits: 3

ID323 
3-D DIGITAL RENDERING
This course introduces students to the basic 
features and functions of 3-D computer 
software applications and enables them 
to develop 3-D models of interior and 
architectural designs. Principles and techniques 
of 3-D rendering will also be addressed. 
Prerequisite: ID310 3-D Digital Modeling
Credits: 3

INT419 
INTERNSHIP
Through a field internship experience, students 
will be able to apply their skills in a real and 
practical situation. The main objectives of the 
internship are to allow students the opportunity 
to observe and participate in the operation of 
successful businesses related to their fields of 
study. The students will gain the experience they 
need to enter the field when they graduate.
Prerequisite: CD400 Career Development
Credits: 3

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
(ALL COURSES ARE 4 CREDITS):*

ARTS1303   Art History I 
ARTS1304   Art History II 
ENGL1301  English Composition 
MATH1310  College Mathematics 
PHYS1301   Physics 
PSYC2301   General Psychology
SOCI1306   Social Problems 
SPCH1315   Public Speaking 

Humanities English Electives (choose one):
ENGL1302  Introduction to Literature 
ENGL2307  Creative Writing 
ENGL2311  Business Writing  
  for Professionals 
ENGL3511  Literature and Film Analysis

Humanities History Elective (choose one):
HIST1301   U.S. History I 
HIST1302   U.S. History II 
HIST2321   World Civilizations I 
HIST2322   World Civilizations II 

Mathematics and Science Elective (choose one):
BIOL1308   Biology 
ENVR1401   Environmental Science 
MATH4332  Mathematics for  
  Decision Making 
PHYS1301   Physics 

Social Science Elective (choose one):
PSYC2319   Social Psychology 
PSYC3019   Human Sexuality 

*Course descriptions for general education and 
elective courses can be found in the catalog.
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